Models and simulations to evaluate personalized risk factors for
intervertebral disc degeneration (D-Risc)
Research proposal
Overview
Participants:
Pompeu Fabra University (UPF), QUAES Foundation
Websites: https://www.upf.edu/web/bcn-medtech/ | https://www.fundacionquaes.org/
Goal of the Project: Characterizing personalized risk factors leading to intervertebral disc (IVD) degeneration,
based on subject data easy to anticipate and/or acquire*.
Importance: IVD degeneration is a rheumatologic disorder closely related to low back pain, a condition that causes
more global disability than any other [1].
Need for research: IVD degeneration is still poorly understood, but its pathogenesis is clearly highly multifactorial
and the interplay of risk factors that lead to IVD degeneration is largely unknown. The development of new
technologies offers the possibility to get a better understanding for IVD degeneration [2].
Objective: Assess the risk for IVD failure based on morphologic and physiologic parameters to provide pragmatical
recommendations /guidelines to (i) prevent IVD degeneration or (ii) optimize conservative rehabilitation methods
in early degeneration, based on the virtual enhancement of subject data out of in silico models and simulations.
Technologies for this investigation: Prior to this project, a generic lumbar IVD and up to 500 subject-specific FiniteElement IVD were modelled, allowing the investigation of internal mechanical loads, changes in local disc tissue
hydration and cell metabolism, in function of morphological disc characteristics and subject weight, height and
mean physical activity. Furthermore, as a worldwide novelty, an Agent-Based model was established to reflect
IVD cellular behaviour in terms of tissue maintenance / degradation, inflammation and cell viability by combining
experimental knowledge achieved over decades of world-wide IVD research at a cellular level [3].
Approach: A combination of the previously introduced models allow, for the first time, integrated investigations
of the IVD at multiple scales with potential to provide cutting-edge knowledge to reveal high-level critical dynamic
cell behaviours that might favour IVD degeneration in specific and personalized contexts.
Estimated time and human resources necessary: 12 months of investigation, one postdoctoral research position.
* IVD: Organ that separates the vertebras within the human spine
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Preamble
The degeneration of lumbar intervertebral discs (IVD) is the leading unique cause of chronic low back pain, for
which no curative treatment exists to date, the current therapies focusing on the management of symptoms, i.e.
pain and function. These therapies can be conservative or surgical, but their positive effects are limited on the
mid and long terms. For this reason and particularly in the case of early symptomatic degeneration of the IVD, i.e.
within the 3rd-4th decades of life, new therapeutic targets should be discovered, to limit or revert degenerative
processes that would differentiate from the natural ageing of the IVD.
Nevertheless, identifying, understanding and eventually controlling the key biological processes involved in IVD
pathophysiology still stands for a great challenge. These processes result from the response of IVD cells to complex
interactions among metabolic, inflammatory and mechanical factors, depending on specific gene variants. Hence,
even if experimental and clinical research provide important pieces of knowledge, there is a lack of methods to
connect these pieces to each other, rationally and systematically.
In specific fields like cancer, or some metabolic and cardiovascular diseases, the use of theoretical models and
computer simulations has allowed integrative interpretations of the empirical knowledge acquired during decades
of laboratory and clinical measurements. Such integration is instrumental to identify new biomarker candidates
for improved identification of risk factors, for improved diagnostics and for the identification of novel therapeutic
targets, altogether contributing to more efficient medicine. In the context of rheumatic disorders, such advances
have been limited because of the necessity to achieve unpreceded levels of integration of models and simulations
at different scales, i.e. at least from the molecular to the organ scale. Another limiting factor is the complexity
required for some models, in order to take into account the highly multifactorial aspect of the aforementioned
disorders.
Since more than 10 years, the research
team
in
Biomechanics
and
Mechanobiology (BMMB), established in
the BCN MedTech research unit of the
Department of Communication and
Information Technologies (DTIC), at the
Pompeu Fabra University (UPF),
Barcelona,
Spain,
develops
and
integrates cell and tissue models of the
IVD, to simulate the multiphysics and
biological behaviour of the disc and of its
function at the organ level (Fig. 1).
Remarkably, such investigation has
indicated that the interaction between
the transport of metabolites and the Fig. 1: Multiscale modelling and simulations at BCN MedTech for the exploration of
mechanical loads (the deformations of the intervertebral disc system
the disc due to daily physical activity) could have beneficial effects on the biology of the healthy disc [4]. In
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contrast, intervertebral discs with early degeneration close to the vertebra could see their level of hydration
chronically prejudicated by daily mechanical loads, affecting the capacity of the glucose to diffuse, from the
external blood vessels adjacent to the disc, to the cells inside the IVD [5]. Furthermore, simulations suggested that
intervertebral disc height could interfere with the capacity of discs cells to receive nutrients, being the particular
morphology of the IVD a potential risk factor per-se [6].
On the one hand, the latest findings allowed by IVD models and simulations could explain important evidences,
e.g. that early radiological signs close to the vertebra were clinically associated with the most severe cases of IVD
degeneration and chronic low back pain [7,8]. On the other hand, simulation results as reported by the BMMB
team [5] would establish unique connections between inflammatory processes and specific genetic variants [9]
identified in the molecular epidemiology of the arthrosis, and likely involved in the degradation of the functional
barrier between the vertebra and the IVD [10] and early disc degeneration [11]. Recent developments in
computational systems biology at BCN MedTech have helped to establish new links between inflammation and
nutrition of the IVD cells, to further explain critical mechanisms through which IVD tissues might be locally
degraded, eventually leading to early disc herniation and/or degeneration [3]. The research performed so far aims
to relate the specific groups of molecules with the behaviour of IVD cells in multifactorial cell environment, to
further relate catabolic shifts of cell activity with risk factors for disc degeneration and low back pain1, such as
genetic factors, comorbidities, morphological factors, mechanical loads or diet, among others.
Accordingly, this project, D-Risc, capitalizes on the previous research results achieved at BCN MedTech and aims
to assess the risk of degeneration within the Nucleus Pulposus (NP), i.e. the central tissue of the IVD. This is a goalorientated approach, since the initiation of tangible degenerative changes is believed to be the NP [12]. Patientspecific IVD models will be coupled to systems biology models of NP cell behaviour, to predict possible catabolic
shifts of the activity of these cells in function of multiple morphological, nutrition /metabolic and mechanical
factors. Specific combinations of these factors shall lead to impaired capacity of cell to maintain the IVD tissues,
which might be identified as risk factors for disc degeneration. In D-Risc, such identification is expected to allow
self-assessments of risk factors associated with IVD degeneration, based on personal data such as morphological
measurements (weight, height), type of daily physical activity, life habits (diet, smoking, …), known health issues
(previous rheumatologic disorder, diabetes, depression, …) and previous clinical data (e.g. spine imaging data) if
any.

Press articles related with the work of the BCN MedTech BMMB team in disc degeneration:
https://www.abc.es/salud/noticias/20120111/abci-nuevo-paso-para-regeneracion-201312040842.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-14403201
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/lower-back-pain-your-spine-can-be-virtualised-better-treatment
https://www.upf.edu/es/recercaupf/-/asset_publisher/RVNxhLpxnc9g/content/id/216223628/maximized#.XNrNJ5MzbOQ
http://sabadellinforma.com/2018/10/avencos-en-el-paper-de-les-plaques-terminals-cartilaginoses-en-la-degeneracio-del-disc-intervertebral/
http://biotech-spain.com/es/articles/algunas-lesiones-microsc-picas-en-los-discos-intervertebrales-podr-an-explicarse-a-trav-s-del-estr-s-nutricional-crnico/
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Introduction
Low back pain (LBP) affects up to 85% of people at some point during their lives. In the United States, costs for
treatment of low back pain amounts to 100 billion dollars every year [13]. Research showed that LBP is strongly
related to degenerative tissue changes within the IVD with phenotypes such as dehydration, endplate
inflammation, with or without herniation. In either way, the occurrence and progression of degenerative changes
cannot be explained solely by genetic predisposition [14] and interact with mechanical factors and with the
possible accumulation of microtrauma (small injuries) at physiological levels of external mechanical loads.
The IVD consists of three specific tissues (Fig. 2):
(1) the Nucleus Pulposus (NP) is the load-bearing centre of the IVD that mostly resists to compression loads.
(2) The Annulus Fibrosus (AF) surrounds the NP peripherally and is a multi-layered fibrocartilage that resists to
multidirectional tensile loads.
(3) The Cartilage Endplate (CEP) is thin layer of hyaline cartilage that spreads over the NP and the inner AF cranially
and caudally. It separates the IVD from the vertebra and mostly acts as a filter for molecule transport between
the disc and the vascularized bone.
The coordinated action of these highly specialized tissues allows the spine to be
flexible, to transmit forces from vertebra to vertebra, to damp impacts generated by
locomotion and to ensure the supply of important molecules to the IVD cells. In
addition to be continuously exposed to highly demanding mechanical loads, the IVD is
an avascular tissue. It is actually the largest avascular organ of the human body. Thus,
IVD cell nutrition relies on the diffusion of glucose and oxygen from the vascularized
Fig. 2: Intervertebral disc
vertebrae, through the CEP, which might be easily impaired by tissue changes [15].
between two vertebral bodies.
Since the IVD is very heterogeneous biologically, structurally and functionally, to
NP: Nucleus Pulposus, AF:
Annulus Fibrosus, CEP:
estimate the risk for an IVD to undergo degenerative changes, local nutrient
Cartilage Endplate
availability and mechanical loads need to be considered. Consequently, degenerative
changes result through an interplay at different scales; at a cellular level (micrometre scale), where biological
interactions dominate, and at a tissue level (millimetre scale) where physical loads transmission and molecule
transport occur. Overall, the capability of discs tissue to maintain composition, structural and functional integrity
highly depends on local cellular activity that can be affected by remote mechanical events such as tissue
compaction (consolidation) which can affect the transport of nutrients to the cells and generate local nutritional
cell stress.
During the last decades, numerous in vivo or in-vitro studies were carried out to investigate possible reasons of
degeneration at both the cellular and tissue levels. Despite the indubitable benefit of such studies, they are costly
and limited in terms of parameterization, number of effective measurements and long-time observation. An
enormous challenge for the correct design and interpretation of experimental or clinical explorations emerges
from the fact that degenerative changes within the IVD might take months to years, before they become
symptomatic and/or visible through medical images. In contrast, computational modelling (in-silico methods)
allow testing different boundary conditions (BC), e.g. personalized mechanical loads, glucose levels in blood, …,
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as well as large numbers of theoretical hypotheses over long timescales, within a relatively short time and at
relatively limited economical costs. The simultaneous influence of different physical and biological processes can
be anticipated across the scales, to better capture the dynamics that possibly drive degenerative events in the
disc. Coupled to the use of patient-specific or personalized IVD models, multiscale models and simulations can
indicate (i) which measurable macroscopic features (used as simulation inputs) relate to specific risks of unwanted
disc cell activity and tissue degradation, and (ii) whether common patterns can be found in specific groups of IVD
for stratification purposes. In particular, the mining of model input data together with simulated data through
machine learning techniques can reveal patterns and combinations that would be difficult to identify otherwise.
In D-Risc, the primary microenvironmental stimuli that can critically influence the IVD cell behaviour are the
concentrations of nutrients /metabolites such as glucose (glc), lactate (lac) and possibly oxygen (O! ), and the
mechanical loads characterized through load magnitude (mag), frequency (freq) and possibly amplitude (amp). It
is assumed that a disbalance of one or more of those stimuli can induce catabolic shifts 2 in cellular activity,
involving local interplays with inflammatory responses. The chronicity of such undesired cell behaviours is
expected to affect tissue integrity and mechanics at the millimetre scale.
Those conditions that might contribute to local catabolic shifts in cell activity and to degenerative processes within
the IVD may emerge from different factors, categorized as morphological, physiological and others 3 (Fig. 3).
Previous research reported in the literature strongly suggest links among the combination of these factors, the
heterogeneity of the cellular processes and the diversity of the disc degeneration phenotypes.

Fig. 3: Possible intervertebral disc evolutions and current knowledge of the factors that might control specific disc fate

Anticipating the occurrence of different local cell stresses at the micro-level and the likely consequence of these
stresses at a tissue level allows an evaluation of possible risk factors for IVD degeneration in different personalized
organ and patient contexts. Morphological parameters, obtained from MRI/CT scans, and/or physiological
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cells enhance the production of proteins that degrade tissues, while the net production of tissue components lowers
Please note that the list of critical conditions is not exhaustive.
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parameters, obtained through evaluations of the subject’s habits based on questionnaires, can be integrated in
multiscale simulations to reflect the aforementioned contexts. Eventually, the links between modelled
personalized contexts and simulated cell behaviours might allow score qualitatively the likelihood of IVD
degeneration or of the accelerated progress thereof.
Accordingly, the objective is to reveal critical interplays of crucial stimuli within the IVD that might lead to organ
degeneration, based on morphological and physiological parameters. Different models at the organ, tissue and
cellular levels will be used. Depending on the nature of the multiscale pathways that can lead to IVD degenerationrelated cell activity, personalised recommendations for prevention- and optimized conservative rehabilitation
strategies might be given.

Methods
To meet the proposed objective, a multi-scale model approach will be used (Fig. 4), to simultaneously predict:
i.
ii.

tissue level deformations produced by the history of specific external mechanical loads and by specific
IVD morphology;
micro-level cell activity induced by local tissue deformation and metabolite diffusion through the
deformed tissue matrix.

From previous projects, a generic
mechanotransport
IVD
Finite
Element (FE) Model [5] and 100
patient-specific lumbar spine FE
models, each including the five
lumbar IVD are available (example
shown in Malandrino et al., 2015).
Those models allow general and
patient-specific analyses at the
tissue level to provide individual
local tissue consolidation and
consequent
local
nutrient
concentrations depending on the
loading of the IVD. At the same
time, changes in (local) tissue
integrity as a response from cellular
activity can be anticipated. Cellular
activity will be calculated by an
Fig. 4: Schematic representation of the multiscale approach proposed
Agent-Based (AB) model that was
developed in our research group during the last years [3,17,18]. To our knowledge, this is the first model
worldwide able to estimate cellular behaviour within an IVD. This model simulates the behaviour of NP cells under
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specific BC and inputs provided by the FEM. This model approach allows simulations over large timescales and
allows an estimation of local tissue integrity, local inflammation and cell viability (Fig. 4).
All the crucial stimuli (Fig. 3) can be used as input factors for the AB model. Whereas local glc, lac,
O! concentrations and mag are obtained from the FE models, load frequencies (freq) can be directly introduced
to resemble the impact of individual daily loading scenarios, e.g. for vehicle drivers. Amplitude is reflected
indirectly; if amp felt by the IVD is considered to be high enough (e.g. jogging or walking) freq is considered, if
amp is considered low (e.g. breathing), freq is not considered as an input factor and the load is assumed to be
static. Based on interactions of the critical stimuli at individual concentrations, local inflammation, cell viability
and relative changes in cell mRNA expression is obtained for both inflamed and non-inflamed cells. Relative
changes in cell mRNA expression reflect the predisposition of the cell to maintain (mRNA expression of
proteoglycans and collagen type II) or destroy (mRNA expression of tissue catabolic enzymes, i.e. Matrix
Metalloproteases, ADAMTS). As such, the most critical dynamic interplays among cell nutrition, mechanical loads,
cell death and inflammation towards catabolic activity in terms of mRNA expression are revealed and
unequivocally linked with organ /tissue model inputs (i.e. Morphology, Degeneration-dependent tissue
properties, Activity-dependent mechanical loads – See Fig. 4).
The many patient-specific IVD models available for the project will allow extracting series of numerical parameters
that characterize the morphology of the disc (e.g. disc height, width and depth) and activity-dependent
mechanical BC loads (activity-specific assumptions based on in vivo measurements [19,20]). Different orientations
of the mechanical loads will be also estimated according to the local spine curvatures of the lumbar spine patientspecific models. The radiological degeneration grade (Pfirrmann scale) will be reflected through degenerationspecific tissue properties defined in a previous study [5].
The many possible combinations of input tissue, mechanical BC and disc morphologies can be also combined with
known abnormal variations of glucose and /or oxygen in blood. First of all, the patient-specific IVD models will be
classified according morphological descriptors, e.g. in three groups: large, medium, small. Each of these three
groups will be subdivided to test different load angles, reflected by hypo-, normo- and hyper-lordotic curve angles.
Two groups of degeneration grades will be further defined, i.e. Pfirrmann grade 1-2, Pfirrmann grade 3, and the
load magnitudes associated with several daily activities, e.g. static standing and sitting, lying, normal walking,
jogging, stairs climbing and vehicle driving (high frequencies), will be chosen out of existing in vivo measurements
[REF]. Importantly, the FE simulations will allow simulating the likely effect of mechanical load chronicity over
large periods of time as large as several decades [21], which can be further extrapolated into changes in dynamic
cell activity through the AB simulations.
Taking into account these groups and combinations, a first simulated dataset will be generated out of about 60
multiscale simulations that will reveal mRNA expression, inflammation and cell death, in specific regions of
interest within the IVD, where catabolic shifts of cell activity are most severe (posterior NP, NP centre, anterior
NP). While this dataset will be further enriched through additional simulations in each of the disc morphology
group, it will serve for the initial mining of both input and simulated data, to obtain the most relevant correlations
among these data in terms of local catabolic shift of cell activity, with more than 360 simulated features in total.
Unsupervised nonlinear (multiple kernel) machine learning techniques, developed at BCN MedTech for the mining
of heterogeneous data [22], will be used. This technology helps to systematically discover correlation patterns
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through dimensionality reduction. Remarkably, this approach leads to interpretable results, since it does not lose
the causal relationships between the input and output (i.e. the cell activity catabolic shift descriptors) features
that are directly embedded in the multiscale simulations. The output of the data mining process will be potentially
related to rational mechanisms of IVD cell activity in health and disease. The unsupervised multiple learning
process will eventually allow to establish a qualitative scoring system for IVD degeneration risk, based on the level
of local shift of cell activity, with critical physiological and morphological parameters as inputs. The technical needs
and tasks proposed are summarized in Table 1: D-Risc technical needs and proposed tasks.
Table 1: D-Risc technical needs and proposed tasks

Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Preparation of the project: retrieve the patient-specific IVD FE models and the mechanotransport
submodels, update models for current FE solvers and high-performance computing to estimate
couplings between mechanical deformations and local concentrations of metabolites.
Extract quantitative morphological parameters from the patient-specific models, define the
mechanical boundary loads, and a total of 60 the simulation groups and combinations, by taking into
account the Pfirrmann degeneration grades.
Simulations of first multiscale interactions between the FEM and generic ABM in three NP regions to
reveal critical interactions of stimuli for crucial conditions.
è Generate simulated datasets and define an index for the catabolic shift of NP cell activity
Adapt and use existing multiple kernel learning codes, and mine model input and simulated output
data, to assess correlations between morphological and physiological model inputs, local cell activity
and catabolic shift thereof
è Build an input-dependent disc degeneration scoring model, associated with long-term
multiscale predictions
Discussions with associations, patients and medical doctors for the exploitation of the scoring model
for self-management, prevention and patient-centred optimization of conservative strategies of early
IVD degeneration and adherence to healthy
è Consensus report for the exploitation of the scoring model for self-management,
prevention and subject-centred optimization of conservative management of IVD
degeneration
Hand-in of the final report and exploitable tool

Impact / Value
This study has the potential to show, for the first time, how risk factors are interacting among each other over
long timescales. Based on this, more information about the basic nature of IVD degeneration can be revealed,
which itself is a crucial basis for prevention and subject-centred optimization of conservative treatment strategies
through adapted daily physical activity or other beneficial life habits. Eventually, the risk of a person to suffer disc
degenerative changes might be evaluated based on physiological and morphological parameters, with the
potential to anticipate upstream the controllable factors that might accelerate or decelerate the progression of
disc degeneration.
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The appealing aspect of the scoring system developed in this project is that it uses assumptions of the long-time
persistence of specific mechanical loads and/or other kind of BC (e.g. glucose and oxygen levels in blood). Hence,
any user can virtually test whether sustainable changes in terms of diet or physical activity would positively affect
the IVD degeneration score. This functionality is extremely promising for self-management and/or adherence to
specific therapies. The more the AB model can be refined in terms of biological knowledge integration, the more
holistic and integrative the score can be. Hence, the impact of the present project for the progress of subjectcentred prevention /optimization of conservative treatment strategies of IVD degeneration is potentially huge.

Capacity
D-Risc will exploit the competencies of the Biomechanics and Mechanobiology (BMMB) lab of the BCN MedTech
research unit at DTIC, UPF, Barcelona. UPF was established in 1990 as a public university with a strong dedication
to excellence in research and teaching. It is the 1st Spanish university in the world Top 200 (THE2020), the 10th
(ranked 5th in Europe and 1st in Spain) under 50 years (THE20). UPF is also ranked 7th in Europe and 1st in Spain
(U-Multirank 2020) and 1st in Spain, in terms of rate of most influent journal articles (Research Ranking of the
University of Leiden 2020). On April 2014, it was the 1st Spanish University to obtain the “HR Excellence in
Research” distinction. UPF is full member of the BDVA-Big Data Value Association.
The DTIC has since its beginnings emphasized scientific excellence and internationalisation as core aspects of its
activities. It has an important track record of active participation in EU projects, including coordination (a total of
66 FP7 projects and 10 other projects in non-FP7 program such as CIP, Ambient Assisted Living and the Lifelong
Learning Program, and, up to now 44+ H2020 projects). DTIC is the Spanish university department with the largest
number of ERC grants (9 FP7 and 10 H2020) and is part of the FET Flagship initiative “The Human Brain Project”.
It is the first Spanish ICT department to be awarded the “María de Maeztu” excellence by the Spanish government
(2015) for the quality and relevance of its pioneering scientific research, and as the top IT research concentration
in Spain.
BCN MedTech (http://bcn-medtech.upf.edu/) is the Barcelona Centre for New Medical Technologies at UPF. Its
activities focus on biomedical integrative research, including mathematical and computational models, algorithms
and systems for computer-aided diagnosis and treatment, and their translation to relevant clinical problems and
industrial products. BCN-MedTech has a team of 60 full time researchers working on medical image and signal
processing, computational simulation, computer-assisted surgery and biomedical electronics. As part of this
research unit, the BMMB lab combines mechanistic and stochastic theoretical modelling with computational
methods in biology and physics, to rationally explore the complex multiscale interactions between tissue
multiphysics and biological processes, and to understand the bottom-up regulation of the functional
biomechanics of organs in health and diseases. The specific targets are cartilaginous (rheumatic disorders), bone
(osteoporosis), arterial (atherosclerosis) and lung (emphysema) tissues, and the lab has contributed to more than
140 journal articles, book chapters and conferences in these fields.
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The project will involve:
Jérôme Noailly, PhD: Jérôme will be the Principal Investigator of the project at UPF. He began his
PhD in 2002 at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Barcelona, Spain. He explored the
mechanical communications within the lumbar spine through finite element modelling, and he
addressed model approximation and reliability issues. In 2009, he received the best PhD thesis
award in engineering from the UPC. From 2007 to 2011, Jérôme was a Marie Sklodowska-Curie
postdoctoral fellow, first at the AO Research Institute (Davos, Switzerland) and the Eindhoven
University of Technology (Netherlands), and then at the Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC),
Barcelona, Spain. At IBEC, he focused on soft tissue and multiphysics modelling, and in 2012 he became the head
of the group of Biomechanics and Mechanobiology (BMMB) and started to combine systems biology models. In
2015, he moved to UPF, and merged the BMMB expertise with that of BCN MedTech. Jérôme was the principal
investigator of the EU FP7 MySpine (269909), and he is regularly in charge of clinical and technological transfer
activities in computational biomechanics with companies and hospitals. In 2016 he was awarded the highly
competitive Ramon y Cajal Fellowship by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (RYC-201518888). He has authored 41 peer-reviewed scientific papers and book chapters, 110+ contributions to conferences
and has been supervising 7 PhD theses. About 70% of his publications are in Q1 journals (JCR). He is Chair of the
Student Committee of the Virtual Physiological Human Institute (VPHi), member of the Executive Committee of
the Council of the European Society of Biomechanics (ESB) and past president of the Spanish National Chapter of
the ESB.
Laura Baumgartner, MSc: Laura will focus on the technical implementation of the project. She
graduated from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich (ETHZ), Switzerland with a
Bachelor’s in Human Movement Sciences and a Master in Biomechanics. Focusing on a career in
injury biomechanics, she got first research experience in the field of trauma biomechanics and
accident reconstruction at the working group on accident mechanics (AGU) in Zürich,
Switzerland. In 2016, she joined BCN MedTech and the BMMB lab as a PhD candidate. Her thesis
explores the biological and multiphysics rationales behind the emergence of microtrauma within the human
intervertebral disc on a multiscale level. Now, in the last year of her PhD, Laura has developed and validated a
multiscale AB model to predict metabolism, inflammation and mRNA expression in NP cells, which will be used in
the current project. Thanks to her work, she has been the recipient of various international awards from the
European Society of Biomechanics (ESB), the Virtual Physiological Human Institute (VPHi) and the International
Research Council on Biomechanics of Injury (IRCOBI). Laura will be fully dedicated to this project, as a postdoctoral
researcher.
Gemma Piella, PhD: Gemma will be involved in the supervision of the data mining tasks of the
project. She has a BSc in Telecommunication Engineering from Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya (UPC), Spain (1999) and doctorate from the Universiteit van Amsterdam, The
Netherlands (2003). From 2003 to 2004, she was at UPC as a visiting professor. She then stayed
at the École Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications, Paris, as a post-doctoral Marie Curie
fellowship until 2005. Since then, she has been at the UPF, Barcelona, first as a visiting professor,
then as a Ramón y Cajal researcher (highly competitive fellowship by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and
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Competitiveness), and currently as an Associate Professor. She is leading the medical image analysis and machine
learning areas at BCN MedTech. She has participated in several research projects (some of them as IP), and
authored 50 peer-reviewed scientific papers and book chapters, and 80+ contributions to conferences. More than
75% of her publications are in Q1 journals (JCR). She has supervised 5 PhD theses, and is a regular contributor to
scientific committees and journal review boards (IEEE TMI, MEDIA, ...), and member of the technical committee
of conferences (ICBSIP, ICIP, …). During the last years, her research has focused on co-registration techniques,
information integration and manifold learning techniques in computational anatomy and patient stratification,
among others.
Miguel Ángel González Ballester, PhD: Miguel Ángel will participate in the project for the
automatic extraction of the key 3D morphological descriptors of the patient-specific IVD models.
His experience in the clinical transfer of technological knowledge will also greatly support the
project. He holds a degree in Computer Engineering from Universitat Jaume I in Castellón, Spain,
and a doctoral degree from the University of Oxford, UK (2000). His doctorate focused on the
analysis of brain MRI data for multiple sclerosis and schizophrenia. He was awarded the prestigious Toshiba
Research Fellowship and moved to Japan to work for two years as a senior researcher at Toshiba Medical Systems,
where he developed novel, patented systems for MRI parallel imaging. In late 2001 he obtained a faculty position
at INRIA (Sophia Antipolis, France), where he led research projects on medical image analysis and mathematical
modelling. In 2004 he joined the University of Bern (Switzerland), as head of the medical image analysis group,
and later became head of the surgical technology division at the Faculty of Medicine, working on medical image
analysis, computer-assisted surgery, and surgical robotics and mechatronics. From 2008 until September 2013 he
was in charge of the Research Department at the company Alma IT Systems S.L. in Barcelona (Spain), and in
October 2013, he was awarded an ICREA Senior Research Professorship, and joined the DTIC at UPF, where he is
leading the BCN MedTech Research Unit. He was the coordinator of the EU FP7 research project HEAR-EU, has
approximately 250 publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals and conferences, and supervised 16 PhD
theses.
Miriam Pastor Cano, MSc: Miriam will participate in the project by ensuring the liaison with
patient associations and relevant collective of clinicians via the QUAES Foundation. She will also
actively participate in the design of the non-clinical guidelines for patients. She holds an
Engineering degree in Industrial Engineering, by the Polytechnic University of Valencia, Spain
and a master’s degree in occupational risk prevention and management of heath and teaching
centers. She has worked for international consultancy companies and for the Valencian City
Hall and Autonomous Government, and she has been responsible for the Sistemas Genómicos Foundation and
secretary of the Patronate of the QUAES Foundation. She is now the Director of the QUAES Foundation. The aim
of this foundation is to rigorously share and make readily accessible health-related knowledge, to generate points
of convergence for the society at large, the academia and healthcare professionals. From its social health area,
the QUAES Foundation collaborates with more that 85 patient associations, over the Spanish territory.
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Implementation
The first exploitable results of D-Risc are foreseen within the 12 first months of the project. Funding is requested
for one paid Post-Doctoral position for a translational researcher, specialist in computer methods in Biomedical
engineering.
The project will be overseen by Dr. Jérôme Noailly, expert in IVD and spine biomechanics and mechanobiology,
with thorough expertise in multiphysics FE modelling and in multiscale modelling. D-Risc will also benefit from the
experience of Laura Baumgartner in ABM applied to IVD science, and from the experience in machine learning,
image analysis and clinical transfer of biomedical engineering technologies from Dr Gemma Piella and Prof Miguel
Ángel Gonzalez Ballester. Importantly, the project will be kept very close to collective of people affected by
rheumatological conditions and to clinical medicine problems, thanks to the involvement of Mrs Miriam Pastor
Cano, the QUAES Foundation and the People Human Living Lab.
Tasks 1 and 2 will initiate the project and will run in parallel. Specifically, Task 1 will focus on the retrieval of the
100 patient-specific multi-segmental lumbar spine FE models built during the My Spine European project. While
all the data files are available at UPF, the lumbar spine or IVD FE models are built on demand from these datafiles
through custom programs, previously developed at the BMMB lab. Hence, on the one hand, the FE models will be
used to extract the local lordosis angles in Task 2. On the other hand, the codes will be further customized to
generate up to 500 independent IVD FE models. In Task 2, the 3D geometrical characteristics of the both the spine
(local curvature angles) and the IVD (sagittal and frontal dimensions) models will be extracted from the point
coordinates, in order to classify the models in specific morphological groups. All models have point
correspondences in terms of anatomical positions, facilitating the use of techniques such as principal component
analyses to automatically classify the models morphologically. In total, four months are foreseen for Tasks 1 and
2. Task 2 will benefit from the expertise of Prof. Miguel Ángel González Ballester in image analysis and processing.
Task 3 stands for the computational core of the project and is expected to last eight months. It will start at month
3, as soon as the first FE models and the dimensions thereof are obtained. It will define the levels of mechanical
loads according to the selected physical activity data, the orientation of these loads with respect to the upper
endplates of the IVD models, depending on the lordosis angles, and all these different model inputs will be
combined with different sets of material properties to reflect the effective condition of a disc, depending on the
Pfirrmann degeneration grade. All models will be optimised for calculations on the DTIC HPC cluster with the
nonlinear FE solver ABAQUS. The results of the mechanotransport simulations at different time points will indicate
the volumes where the availability of nutrients might become chronically limited because of the mechanical
deformations, and three local volumes of NP tissues common to all models will be selected for the AB simulations
that will calculate the local mRNA expression, inflammation, multiscale metabolism by the NP cells, including the
direct effect of mechanical loads. The qualitative changes of cell activity towards tissue catabolism (Inflammation,
cell death, lower tissue protein mRNA expression, increased tissue protease mRNA expression) will be analysed,
to define a normalized index of catabolic shift relative to standard cell microenvironments where functional
anabolic activity is ensured, as informed by previous research in the context of the PhD thesis of Laura
Baumgartner.
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Task 4 tackles the problem of systematic analysis of the possible correlations among a minimum of about 60 input
and 360 simulated data, without any a priori assumptions, by using a multiple kernel (nonlinear) unsupervised
learning approach. To rationally discover and understand these correlations, the huge space of possible
correlations will be reduced to the most relevant interactions through comparative analyses of similarity matrices.
Then, individual weights will be calculated for those input factors that influence each of the simulated outputs,
for the whole set of simulations. These weights will directly indicate a reduced set of relevant interactions that
may explain the relationships between particular combinations of specific inputs and specific types of local
catabolic shifts of cell activity. These local cell activities and associated catabolic shift indexes would inform about
the likely progression of specific degeneration phenotypes. This task will directly benefit from the strong expertise
of Dr Gemma Piella in machine learning.
During Task 5, the progresses and first results of the project will be regularly communicated and discussed with
patient associations and healthcare professionals. This task will run continuously from the fifth month of the
project on, being its implementation the continuation of initial discussions during the preparation of this proposal.
It will be directly supported by the QUAES Foundation and the direct coordination between the research team
and the patient and medical doctor collectives will be ensured by Mrs Miriam Pastor Cano. The ultimate objective
of this task is to achieve a set of non-clinical pragmatical recommendations for the self-management of patients
affected by acute and chronic discogenic low back pain and referred to conservative pain management. The
scientific rationales behind the recommendation guidelines, duly informed by the simulation and data analytics
tasks, will be used to ensure proper endorsement by clinicians and explore further developments towards
improved prevention, self-management and adherence to conservative therapies.
In Task 6, all the information and technology from tasks 4 and 5 will be integrated in a machine learning-based
tool. This tool will calculate automatically the risk index, based on the aggregation of the most relevant input and
output factors in a smart atlas. It will be tested against known cases and redistributed.
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